Inhibitors of articular calcium crystal formation.
The coexistence of calcium phosphate and calcium pyrophosphate crystals in osteoarthritis is a well-described phenomenon. In addition to deposition in articular cartilage, the crystals induce numerous changes to biochemical parameters in the surrounding fluid. This survey discusses crystal-inhibitor interactions whereby defining the molecular structure of crystals assists in an optimal inhibitor design. Crystal growth studies in the presence and absence of a test compound can generate data on crystal face changes. Together with knowledge of the inhibitors' molecular structure, computer modeling can portray crystal-inhibitor interactions. Few inhibitors have been tested in both in vitro and in vivo phases. One exception is phosphocitrate. This compound inhibits both the development of specific calcium crystals and crystal-induced intracellular changes. Animal studies confirm a strong action on pathologic calcification. The recently described phosphocitrate in a mixed calcium and sodium salt, yet to be tested in a guinea pig osteoarthritis model, appears to be an even more powerful inhibitor.